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What will become of this unwanted reunion? She never thought she’d ever meet the man who broke her heart eleven years ago again… After Dan broke up with her and her
father abandoned her, Molly left her hometown and raised her daughter alone in Seattle. But when she receives news of her father’s death and her mother’s injury, she returns
home. When she visits her mother in the hospital, she’s shocked to find out that Dan is her mother’s doctor! Can Molly hide the truth about her daughter from him?
Seeing Tucker Drover--the man she loved more than life itself and presumed dead in a plane crash--shakes Lucy Knowlton's world. How will she tell him about their baby
boy--and her engagement to his best friend? Her heart has only ever belonged to Tucker...but how can they go back to the way it was? Once a successful CEO, Tucker had the
misfortune of getting tangled up with a powerful Mexican drug cartel. Now on the run, seeing Lucy again and meeting his son makes him long for them to be a family. And when
shattering betrayals are revealed and danger closes in, the only thing that matters is keeping mother and son safe....
"This antique box can be my wedding gift to you." Charity CEO Allegra Di Sione can't fail in her mission to retrieve her grandfather's beloved box from Sheikh Rahim Al-Hadi,
which is why she gets caught in Rahim's sumptuous bedroom trying to steal it! Seducing the gorgeous sheikh is her only chance at escape! But when Allegra slips away the next
morning, she's unaware she now carries something infinitely more precious—and that when Rahim finds out, he'll have no choice but to make his enticing thief his queen! Book 2
of The Billionaire's Legacy
These Bear Shifters might not have a lot of money, but they're rich in what counts. The Secret Baby Bears Ultimate Box Set is here! Contains the following stories: Alec: Talia
normally enjoyed her mornings teaching her class. The little boys and girls looked up at her, their big eyes rapt with attention as she taught them their daily lessons. But today
was different. She felt it in her bones, but she had no idea her life was about to change forever. Alec knew he shouldn't do this. He should've called, but this wasn't something you
could talk about over the phone. Hi, I'm actually the father of your small child, who might be a Bear Shifter like me. Sometimes, you just had to be bold, even if that meant
crossing the line into dangerous. Rock: Gemma had been to her fair share of parties, but this one was a bit different. It wasn't that long ago that she was a wild party girl, hitting
up frats and luring studs into her web of drama and seduction. But those days were behind her. Today's party was for her young son, Arthur. As a rambunctious two year old, she
hoped that he would have fun and remember it. Her back yard started filling with guests, including a tall broad-shouldered man whose eyes she found entrancing... Rock wasn't
sure how this was supposed to go. He was a complete stranger, showing up at this lady's house and needing to have a very intimate conversation with her. He thought about
turning around, getting back into his car and driving away. But then he heard a little laugh coming from the back yard. He knew instantly that it was his cub, and nothing was
going to stop him from being the best father he could be! Jackson: Olivia Hendricks put on her best face as she looked in the mirror. Her best friend's wedding was finally here,
and she was happy to stand for her friend. But there was no denying that her body had seen better days. Her toddler tugged at his adorable little tux like a wild animal as they
scooted out the door. Could today just be over? Jackson saw her from across the dance floor, and she took his breath away. He watched her sway back and forth to the music,
her son on her hip. Every nerve in his body screamed that that was his cub. He couldn't believe that the little was actually real, actually there in front of him. Taking a deep breath,
he made his way to the two most important people in his life. Clay: Chloe was exhausted. Moving from New York City to Ithaca, NY had been a real strain on this city girl. Her
darling son Noah had been a handful, as usual, but lately he'd been behaving strangely around the other kids his age. A nice trip to the zoo would let him get out some of that
energy and hopefully let Chloe relax a little bit. But whatever the day had in store for her, relaxation would play no part in it... Clay knew this was the wrong way to do it. Trying to
naturally meet someone you've been tracking down is never going to work, but what choice did he have? She was raising his cub, and that meant the normal playbook was going
right out the window. As soon as he laid eyes on her, he had a feeling that the wrong way was going to suit him just fine... Rust: Rust was a man in pieces. He never had much
going for him, truth be told. His broad shoulders and the golden shine in his Bear Shifter eyes meant he had few enemies, but that didn’t matter now. Haunted and tormented by
a terrible event, he decided he’d had enough drowning in pity and sorrow. He would meet his fate, no matter the consequences. And if he could make someone’s life a little
better in the process, so be it. USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novella box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates
have never been so right and wrong for each other! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult
romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter
romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure,
military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
Shifter Football League Vol 1 (BBW Bear Shifter Sports Secret Baby Romance Novel Box Set)Gizmo Media
One stolen night with the sultan… Virginal Gracie Jones longs for adventure—and one incredible evening in Rome, she finds it in the arms of charismatic Malik al Bahjat. But
morning reveals he's next in line to Alazar's throne! Driven away by his royal family, Gracie discovers too late that their forbidden night left her pregnant… When Malik learns the
truth a decade later, he explodes back into Gracie's life. He sweeps her from her small hometown to his splendid kingdom, where, kiss by scorching kiss, he's intent on
legitimizing his heir—and satisfying his cravings—by crowning Gracie his desert queen!
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"We have a child together. That confirms you are still my woman." When Sheikh Zafir el-Kalil discovers that he is a father, he will do anything to secure his child—even marry the
woman who betrayed him and kept their son a secret from him! Darcy Carrick is older and wiser now, and she will not bend so easily to Zafir's will! Once her heart would have
soared to hear Zafir call her his wife. Now it will take more than soft words and sweet seduction to win back her love…
A family by New Year’s Eve? Reagan Cote left war-torn Hermosa thinking the gorgeous surgeon she’d shared a brief affair with was lost on the front line. So she clung to the
child she was carrying. While Kainan Laskaris’s voice is damaged, he’s alive. And when he finds Reagan in Toronto and discovers he’s dad to their sick baby boy, he asks her
to marry him. Now he’s king of Hermosa, he needs a queen and heir, but before she’ll accept, Kainan must prove that marrying Reagan means more than claiming his kingdom.
Cooper Fortune, free-living cowboy and Texas rover—a father? A week and a half after getting the awesome news, Cooper's trying his darnedest to be a daddy to his five-monthold son. But the new Red Rock family man could sure use a woman's touch. Could Kelsey Hunt be what the rancher ordered? Kelsey, a footloose horse trainer and legendary
whisperer, knows better than to fall for a hunky heartbreaker like Cooper Fortune. After she's through playing father's helper, she'll just have to set the amorous cowboy straight.
But will she be able to walk away from the instant dad and his son…and the chance to be part of this special Fortune family?
Examines the often hidden relationship factors that make women depressed, the secret sadness that can last a lifetime. Whiffen shows readers how interpersonal problems can contribute to depression and
how working through these underlying issues can help women heal.
A pair of bear cubs share a series of adventures with the other inhabitants of the Green Forest.
He has to rule a Shifter Kingdom he doesn’t want. She has to break all the rules to protect her unborn baby. After one passionate night, will Fate bring them back together? The Shifter Royal Dynasty Box Set
is here! Contains the following novels: Legacy:Korrin just wanted to drink whiskey and get away from his family. He didn’t want the prestige of being the Romani Traveler King’s son, to say nothing of the
responsibility. But where there is power, there are people willing to go anything to keep (or steal) it. And soon he wouldn’t have any choice in the matter… Kris couldn’t believe she had a one night stand with
the tall, dark and handsome guy with those gorgeous golden eyes. They couldn’t have really been golden, right? No matter that now, all that mattered was the tiny life she was now carrying, and how that
would turn her world upside down. She had no idea how right she was. Prophecy:Korrin and Kris have to deal with threats from both without and within as they bring their Shifter Kingdom into the 21st
century. Enemies along the borders see opportunities to strike. Schemers from within sense division and begin to plot. Korrin is an unpopular ruler with unpopular ideas. And aside from all that, Kris had
something important to deal with. Her parents were coming to visit. Destiny: No matter what decision Korrin makes, it's the wrong one. Friends are fewer and fewer, and allies become distant. Kris is patient
and does her best to be supportive, but can they truly bridge the separation between Shifter and human? Can they ever really understand one another? With their baby on the way, their actions and decisions
are more important than ever! USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and
wrong for each other! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance,
paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male,
werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning
writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city
itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
A ruthless billionaire… When Sicilian tycoon Raul Di Savo meets Lydia Hayward, it's not only her cool elegance he desires—seducing Lydia will also deny his lifelong rival's bid for her body… An innocent in
peril… Desperate to escape being sold to a stranger, Lydia turns to Raul—he promises her only one night, but his expert touch awakens her to pleasure she cannot resist! A nine-month consequence!
Discovering she's a pawn in Raul's game of revenge, Lydia leaves…until she realizes an unexpected consequence will bind her to Raul forever!
A bilingual English and Spanish board book edition of Bill Martin and Eric Carle's classic picture book Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What Do You See? / Oso bebé, oso bebé, ¿qué ves ahí? Baby Bear, Baby Bear,
What Do You See? is the final collaboration from this bestselling author-illustrator team. Young readers will enjoy Baby Bear's quest to find Mama, and they'll revel in identifying each of the native North
American animals that appear along the way. The central focus on the special bond between Mama and baby makes a fitting finale to a beloved series. Oso bebé, oso bebé, ¿qué ves ahí? es la última
colaboración del equipo autor-ilustrado más vendido. Los lectores jóvenes disfrutarán la aventura de Oso Bebé en búsqueda de Mamá, y se divertirán identificando cada uno de los animales nativos a Norte
América que aparecen en el camino. El enfoque en la conexión especial entre Mamá y bebé hacen de este libro un final perfecto para una serie tan adorada.
Getting knocked up after a one night stand was not part of Julia's life plan. But sometimes you have to take what life throws at you and now she plans to be the best mother possible to her son Cody. One
thing Julia did not know was that her previous lover was actually a bear shifter named Shane. With no way of contacting him she assumed she would never see him again and she also assumed that he would
not want the baby anyway. It seems she might have assumed wrong. Now the baby is here and Shane has tracked her down. Could the Bear's unwanted baby possibly be a lot more important then Julia ever
realized?
Baby Bear's parents begin neglecting him after they eat berries from the Sgurd Bush. The berries can be made into medicine for people, but to the animals of the forest, they are known as forbidden fruit.
Mama Bear, Baby Bear's grandmother, comes from her home in the forest to take care of her grandson.
The Child She Never Knew She Had Single mother Meg Roberts had returned to her hometown with one goal in mind. She was convinced her son had a twin, a baby taken from Meg at birth—a child she was
told had never existed. And only one man could help her prove otherwise. The Secret Baby Dante Nichellini had loved Meg for years, and finally had his chance to show it. He'd promised to help her locate
her child—but at what price? For past secrets were threatening to shatter the happiness he and Meg had found….
What happens when that nine-month secret is finally due? Find out in this fabulous box set by USA TODAY bestselling Harlequin Presents® authors! The Secrets She Carried by Lynne Graham Erin Turner
and Cristophe Donakis have a scorching affair before he banishes her from his bed. Years later, Cristophe wants to make Erin pay back what he believes she stole… Until he's faced with her two unexpected
bombshells! A Scandal, A Secret, A Baby by Sharon Kendrick Dante D'Arezzo is the last person songwriter Justina Perry wants to see again. Having had her heart broken once, Justina won't surrender to
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their insatiable attraction again. But when her pregnancy hits the front page, Dante won't rest until he has her and his heir! A Shameful Consequence by Carol Marinelli Nico Eliades is shocked to find a
disheveled bride outside his hotel… Constantine's marriage was over before it began, and she longs to feel desired. After a white-hot night with the Greek, Constantine must confess the consequences of their
passion. Count Toussaint's Pregnant Mistress by Kate Hewitt When French Count Jean-Luc Toussaint met beautiful pianist Abigail Summers, he had to have her in his bed! Now the unassuming starlet finds
herself penniless, pregnant and waiting for the Frenchman to claim what’s his…
This is a tale of military machination and scientific subterfuge, of combatants who disappeared without trace, and bizarre experiments carried out behind locked doors. In waging ‘total war’ during the 1970s
and 1980s, South African securocrats demanded a ‘total strategy’, including secret and unconventional means to fight the perceived ‘total onslaught’ against the apartheid regime. Against that background,
a group of scientists under military guidance crossed the threshold of an arcane realm, familiar to ordinary citizens only through the imaginations of fiction writers – a world marked by covert operations and
germ warfare, high-stakes deals in the international arms bazaar, smoke and mirrors, plausible deniability. A world where intrigue and double-crossing are routine, where secret missions and sinister sub-plots
are the milestones for life in the fast lane. Set against the backdrop of the international Cold War and South Africa’s bloody passage to democracy, the events related in this book were uncovered during ten
years of investigation and made public by the trial of Wouter Basson, the first criminal prosecution in the world of the head of an official chemical and biological warfare programme. As the authors take you
from combat zone to courtroom, read how one of the apartheid era’s best-kept secrets became the subject of one of the ‘new’ South Africa’s costliest legal exercises – and how the former military officer at
the heart of both walked away a free man. Ten years have passed since Wouter Basson was acquitted of the criminal charges brought against him and Secrets and Lies was originally published. This eBook
edition comes with a brand new foreword by author Chandre Gould.
An Entertainment Weekly Top 10 Romance Author A shocking Sicilian secret… Louise Anderson's heart pounds as she approaches the imposing castello. Only the Duke of Falconari can grant her
grandparents' dying wish—but this is the same man who said arrivederci without a backward glance after their night of unadulterated passion…. Caesar can't believe the woman who almost ruined his precious
reputation still fiercely fires his blood. Discovering that their union created more than just salacious memories, he agrees to grant Louise's request…in exchange for a demand of his own. That she wears his
band of gold!
From New York Times bestselling author Sheila Connolly, The Secret Staircase is the third Victorian Village Mystery, which finds Kate Hamilton discovering a long-dead body in a hidden staircase. Kate
Hamilton is feeling good about her plans to recreate Asheboro, Maryland as the Victorian village it once was. The town is finally on her side, and the finances are coming together. Kate's first goal is to
renovate the Barton Mansion on the outskirts of town. Luckily, it's been well maintained in the century since the wealthy Henry Barton lived and died there. The only substantial change she's planning is to
update the original kitchen so that it can be used to cater events in the building. But when the contractor gets started, he discovers a hidden staircase that had been walled in years earlier. And as Kate's luck
would have it, in the stairwell is a body. After her initial shock wears off, Kate is relieved when the autopsy reveals that the man had died around 1880. Unfortunately, it also reveals that his was not a natural
death—he was murdered. And serious questions remain: who was he and what was he doing there? Kate begins a hunt to identify the man and figure out what he was doing at the Barton Mansion. But when a
second body is found—this time from the present day—Kate realizes that real dangers lie in digging up the past...
"Marriage, Abigail. Like it or not, there's no other way." Leandro Sanchez never forgot the beautiful virgin who lit a fire in him like no other—then betrayed him. When Abigail Christie appears on his doorstep,
Leandro decides one last explosive night is the only way to get her out of his system. But Abigail has a secret…their son! Leandro's discovery of the true consequence of their steamy nights leaves Abigail
completely at the billionaire's mercy. The Spanish tycoon always gets what he wants, and now he's determined to legitimize his heir…by seducing Abigail into wearing his ring!
As far as Morgan was concerned, Jodie's visit was worrying. According to the baby's birth certificate, Jodie was the child's next of kin—but Morgan knew he was the baby's real father. Unless Morgan acted,
Jodie would get custody—and he would lose his precious son.... But the attraction between Jodie and Morgan was overwhelming...the passion explosive. Perhaps there was a way for Morgan to keep his son:
marriage!
His proposition: pretend they're a couple to end a scandal. But she has secrets of her own... Tatiana Doucet has dealt with sexy, arrogant athletes most of her life. But Jean-Pierre Reynaud is a whole
different animal--in bed and on the field. Unbeknownst to him, their one amazing night produced a son. Now her family's biggest football rival is back, offering a seductive wager she can't refuse. Jean-Pierre
despises the media. When rumors fly, he knows a fake relationship is the perfect diversion for the tabloids--and Tatiana's unbridled passion is the perfect diversion for Jean-Pierre. But when she drops a baby
bombshell, the scandal will rock them both!
Five years ago, Elise left Maine and the taboo love of her life with a plan to return the next summer. But when she got back to college for her final year, she discovered she’d discovered she returned with
more than sweet memories. She was pregnant with a werebear’s children. In a world where werebear are not welcome, Elise learned to use her magic to keep the bear side of her twin girls hidden, but her
luck was being tested. In desperation to keep her children safe she returns to Maine, and her great aunt, the clan’s medicine woman, with the hope of a solution. While Elise is willing to make sacrifices for
her girls, one comes at a cost she’s not prepared to pay—telling Ian what she’s done. Seeing the father of her children again makes the strong connection of their love come rushing back, and suddenly she’s
paralyzed with fear. Because once he finds out the truth, she may lose him forever.
Adventure abounds when a toy comes to life in this classic novel! It's Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little plastic warrior figure. Trying to hide his disappointment, Omri puts his
present in a metal cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother. Little does Omri know that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic
toy into a real live man from an altogether different time and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly be more different, yet soon the two forge a very special friendship. Will Omri be able
to keep Little Bear without anyone finding out and taking his new friend away?

A miracle child… Paediatric surgeon Naomi Horton longs to have a baby of her own. But with a failed marriage behind her, she's planning to get pregnant without the risk of a
broken heart… Only her gorgeous new boss Rick Weber makes Naomi realise she doesn't want single parenthood—she wants a loving husband too. She wants Rick… But, while
their desire for each other is undeniable, a family is definitely not on Rick's agenda. How can Naomi break the news to Rick that she's now pregnant—with his baby!
Scandal: a secret baby! Read all about Italian billionaire Rigo Marchesi's secret love child with London actress Nicole Duvalle. The biggest bombshell to hit the Marchesi Group
could destroy CEO Rigo's latest business deal. Unless the rumors that the baby scandal will have a fairy-tale ending are true? This reporter has the inside scoop on their top
secret wedding. From Nicole's couture dress to their sizzling clinch outside the honeymoon suite. The chemistry might be real, but the question on everybody's lips is: Is this a
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union of convenience, or one of love?
Don’t you love it when you stumble across your favorite theme in a book—such as secret baby, second chance, enemies to lovers, or women in danger? As an author of over
thirty books I thought it would be fun to select books from my catalog and combine them together by theme. So I did, and my Desert Duets was born! So pour yourself a cup or
glass of your favorite drink, some chocolates (of course), get comfy, and spoil yourself with a double helping of your favorite type of romance! —Secret Baby— A child revealed, a
marriage of convenience, an impossible love… **The Sheikh's Secret Baby** A controlling sheikh with a secret, a beautiful model with a broken heart, forced into a marriage to
save their son. But can it save their love? **The Sheikh’s Bargain Bride** The ultimate controlling sheikh, Zahir Al-Zaman is so obsessed with freedom-loving Anna Whitman that
he traps her into marriage. But he won't force her into his bed; he has his strategies for seduction. *** The Desert Duets series includes: Secret Baby Second Chance Enemies to
Lovers Women in Danger
Offers brief biographies, annotated listings of each author's works, and suggestions for additional reading
Regina: I was hired to be a nanny to Ryan Blythe’s children. The recently-divorced CEO has five kids and needed household help fast. But Mr. Blythe gets under my skin. He’s
such a gorgeous a$$hole with those fierce blue eyes and knowing smirk. So why do I want to kiss that hard, demanding mouth? Ryan: When the agency sent a nanny over, I
expected someone homely and plain. I never expected to open the door to the sassy, curvy, and utterly beautiful Regina Frank. But one thing leads to another and soon, she’s
not just my nanny … she’s getting a surprise and her belly will be big by the time we’re done. This is a secret baby second chance romance where our hero already has five kids,
so he’s not exactly looking for more. But after he knocks up the gorgeous nanny on his doorstep, will he reconsider? Get your fire extinguisher out because you’ll need it to cool
off after reading this taboo romance. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always a HEA for my readers.
Coming Home… Ever since he was a kid and his orphaned family split, sending him into foster care, Captain James Barlow knew he was a jinx to anyone he loved. He'd hidden
out safely in the marines…until a detective found him and most of his siblings. The captain had seen battle, but no enemy made him uneasy like his newfound family—and the
beautiful Carrie Rand. Even before Jim walked into her Dallas P.I. office, Carrie had fallen for his photo. The square-jawed hunk she'd sought had starred nightly in her
fantasies…until the real thing put the dream lover to shame. But how could Carrie transform the stoic ex-marine into a hot-blooded man?
In 1940, Sally Bowles, that spirited character from Christopher Isherwood's Goodbye to Berlin, decides to leave her baby daughter with her parents in the country and return to
London. There, despite the Blitz, she is determined to live life to the full. Moreover, she wants to find the love of her life, the elusive Theo. Despite Theo's absence, Sally cuts
swathes across the cold, charmless, and secretive trio of Briggs, Pym, and Bruno. In the late 1990s, young American academic Greg Peters is trying to piece together the
missing links of Sally's life for a new biography. He contacts Bruno in London and finds a man tauntingly evasive, knowledgeable but unwilling to comment. But eventually Bruno
thaws, leading Greg on a fascinating and tantalizing trail of snippets, facts, and fantasies about the real Sally Bowles.
The searing attraction between Sheikh Xavier Al Agir and Mariella Sutton was instant and all consuming.When a storm left Mariella stranded at Xavier's desert home, passion
soon took over…. It was a night she would never forget! But having always yearned for a child of her own, Mariella planned just one more night with the sheikh—to conceive his
baby….
Natalie Montgomery wants a new life. While she may be rich, her life is empty. Her parents were never around, too rich and important to be bothered with a child. And when they
present her with a emotionless fiancé, she's done. As a volunteer for the Interstellar Bride Program, she is thrilled to arrive on the hot, desert planet of Trion, and in the arms of a
seductive warrior who makes her body burn. Roark of Trion is not eager for a mate. Danger and the constant threat of war dog his steps. But one look at his new bride, and his
mind is changed. Natalie is everything he ever wanted in a woman...so soft, so passionate, so submissive to his every need. An attack on their outpost leaves Roark fighting for
his life. For her protection, Natalie is transported back to Earth. Roark thinks she's dead. But she's very much alive and so is his newborn son. Natalie's anger and regret grows
with each passing day her mate does not keep his promise to come for her. By the time he discovers his mistake, it may be too late to win back her heart. If you love romance in
the style of Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, and out-of-this world outer space adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars and
Stargate, be sure to read USAT Bestselling Author Grace Goodwin's exciting science fiction and paranormal book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all in one place!
Over one MILLION books sold!
Claimed by his touch… Alexis Constantinou haunts Selena Blake's every memory. Before his expert touch awakened her, she was nothing more than a naive schoolteacher. Now she dreams every night of his
idyllic Mediterranean island, and the scorching affair that stole her innocence… Left carrying his child! But their brief time together left Selena with a shameful secret. And when family duty calls her back to
Greece, she must face the man whose caress branded her as his! Seeing Alexis once more, Selena cannot ignore their still-sizzling passion, but dare she reveal the truth she's hidden from the world—the
secret Constantinou heir!
How will these bachelor billionaires react when the pregnancy test unexpectedly turns uppositive? Find out in this secret baby box set featuring USA TODAY bestselling HarlequinPresents authors! Pregnancy
of Passion by Lucy Monroe Their tempestuous affair ended years ago, but Salvatore di Vitale is back and the chemistry between him and Elisa is as explosive asever. When passion leads to pregnancy,
Salvatore must claim his heir! Secrets of the Oasis by Abby Green Sheikh Salman can have anything he wants and he wantsbeautiful Jamilah. When she returns to his desert kingdom, he spirits her off to an
oasiswhere their passionate reconciliation has everlasting consequences… The Desert King's Pregnant Bride by Annie West Sheikh Khalid Bin Shareef has always vowed not to get entangled with virgins. But
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innocentMaggie Lewis is too hard to resist. Then they find their red-hot night had unexpectedrepercussions that only marriage can solve. One Night-Baby by Susan Stephens When sweet Kate Mulhoon met
top Hollywood producer Santino Rossi she was swept away by hisfiery desire. He knew nothing of her innocence, or of the baby they made that night…untilKate appeared on his film set in Rome, five years
later…
These Bear Shifters fight hard and play harder! The Shifter Football League Box Set is here! Contains the following novels: Gabriel: Gabe Randall was at the peak of his college football game when
bureaucrats stole his future. Shifters were no longer allowed to compete in human sporting events, so his only hope was a new football league just for them. Just as he's getting ready to join a new team in
this league, his whole world comes crashing down when tragedy strikes his family. Without hope or direction, he turns to alcohol. He finds comfort in the arms of a woman who he felt a real connection to, but
he left before he could drag her down. Carolyn knew how these one night stands worked, but it still hurt when Gabe walked out of her life. Just as she was about to get things back on track, she finds out she's
pregnant. Will she ever even see Gabe again, and can she even be sure that he is the father to her unborn child? Fate isn't done with these two... Kenny: Over six feet of shredded muscle was all Kenny
needed to dominate on the football field and destroy his opponents. On the field, his hard work and determination paid off. Off the field, his life was a train wreck. He had the fame, the money and the allure
that being a championship Shifter Football star granted, but it wasn't enough. All he wanted was the kind of intimate connection that always seemed to be out of his grasp. Right as he hit rock bottom, a
chance encounter brings someone new into his life... Kenny has no choice but to strive for success on the field and fight for whom he loves off the field, even if it rips his team apart. Dustin: Dustin was a
running back. He was also a planner, cool and careful. But some things in life you can't plan for... Dustin Perry knew what making this team would do for his career. Everything was carefully planned and put
into place. Sure, it was only semi-pro but it was still a stage and Dustin flourished in the spotlight. By the end of the season, everyone would be speaking his name, wondering how high his shooting star would
go. But Fate would bring someone special into his life, something no one could have planned for... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of
action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter,
bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances,
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Some of our most intriguing history is missing. Perhaps there has been a conspiracy, a cover-up? Or maybe some stories have been lost, forgotten or were just too embarrassing to talk about at the time? But
now they are back, revealed in all their glory: secret passages, events, societies, loves, identities and even dark secrets of the grave. After much sleuthing, Justin Pollard takes us into undisclosed historical
waters to discover why the city of Burlington isn't on the map; how 'Agent Pickle' saved the lost treasure of Bonnie Prince Charlie; what Sir Thomas Overbury knew in 1613 that got him murdered with a
poisoned enema and how Virginia Woolf sweet-talked her way aboard HMS Dreadnought dressed as Abyssinian Prince. Secret Britain also reveals the tragic love story behind the Rolls Royce mascot; how
agent Garbo managed to get an MBE and an Iron Cross; the sinister properties of the Hand of Glory; the lost smuggling ship Peggy; the Mystery Runner of Nos Galan; the extraordinary history of the Fairy
Flag of Dunvegan; London's only Nazi war memorial and the secrets of the WWII Monopoly board.
Argentinean wine tycoon Lucio Cruz is not expecting the call that summons him to his estranged wife's side. She's suffering a partial loss of memory, and Lucio discovers that she's returned to being the fiery,
affectionate girl with whom he once eloped. Suddenly he can't resist her--but he knows he must. In just a few weeks, their divorce will be final.... Unless Ana can recall a secret that could change both their
lives...
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